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cor1MONWEALTH LAH BULLETIN

CONTROVERSY OVER THE "TERMINATION" OF A "JUDGE" IN AUSTRALIA

A number of judges and lawyers in Australia have joined

in criticising a perceived breach of a convention protecting

judicial independence hitherto observed in Australia.

Recently, the Australian Parliament abolished the

Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Comrnission~. This

commission, established in 1956, is a national industrial

tribunal. It was set up in 1956 when Australia's highest

court held that the old Arbitration court7. (which had

preceded it and which had existed from 1904 was invalidly

constituted under the Australian Constitution
3

• Because

the lICourt" was performing functions held not to be strictly

'ljudicialll in character (such as devising compulsory awards

for the settlement of industrial disputes), it was held that

it could not be a "court" strictly so called.

Nevertheless, many of the" judges of the old Arbitration

Court were appointed to the new conciliation and Arbitration

commission. 4 Those who were not were appointed to a new

Industrial Court by the Act of parliament establishing the

Arbitrati~n Commission, its presidential members continuing

to have the same rank, status, precedence, salary, immunities

and title as judges of the court.
s
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Following a national inquiry in 1987, new legislation

was passed by the Australian Federal Parlia~ent in 198B.

This, apart from abolishing the Conciliation and Arbitration

commission, established a new Industrial Relations

commission. The President of the old commission was

appointed the President of the new. All of the Deputy

Presidents of the old commission (except one) and all of the

Commissioners of the old Commission were appointed to the

new. The one exception was the Honourable

Justice J F Staples. He was originally appointed to the

Australian conciliation and Arbitration Commission in 1975.

He was thus one of the most senior Presidential members

before the reconstruction of the tribunal.

Following a speech which Justice Staples made in 1980

to an industrial relations conference and remarks he made in

the course of giving decisions in the conciliation and

Arbitration commission, the then President of the commission

(Sir John Moore) limited the assig~ent of work to Justice

Staples within the old Comm~ssion. At first he was excluded

only from sitting at first instance. Later, when the current

president of the Commission (Justice B J Maddern) was

appointed in 1985, Justice Staples was excluded totally from

all duties as a Deputy President of the Commission. Although

no public reason was ever given, privately, this exclusion of

a person with the rank of a judge from performance of his

duties was explained by various commentators as based on

Justice Staples' tendency to be a "maverick" and to express
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* The refusal or failure of the President of the old

a number of aspects of the

caused concern to the Australian

Law council of Australia, the

the Victorian Bar Council,

citizens in Australia. These

Nevertheless there are

staples affair which have

Section of the ICJ, the

Victorian Law Institute,

individual judges and other

include:

his opinions in colourful and unorthodox language. It was

also pointed out that industrial relations, including the

settlement of large national strikes, required sensitivity

and the concurrence of both parties to the arbitration. It

was reported that neither the employers' nor the employees'

organisations supported the reappointment of Justice Staples

to the new national Industrial Relations Commission.

A question has now arisen concerning whether the

abolition of the Arbitration commission has had the effect,

in law, of abolishing Justice Staples' personal commission.

under the former Act, he could only be removed in the same

way as Federal judges in Australia were removed, namely by an

address to the Governor General by both Houses of Parliament

asking for his removal on the ground of proved misbehaviour

of incapacity. 6 Although the Australian Constitution

protects judges of Federal Courts from removal in this

manner,' the constitutional provision would not appear ~o

apply to protect persons such as Justice staples whose

tribunal has been declared not to be a court strictly so

called.
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commonwealth tribunalsH. This was itself a compromise on the
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•
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publicity

precedent set in the Staples case. This secured widespread
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